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Large text databases potentially contain a great
wealth of knowledge. However, text represents
factual information (and information about the
author’s communicative intentions) in a complex,
rich, and opaque manner. Consequently, unlike
numerical and fixed field data, it cannot be
analyzed by standard statistical data mining
methods. Relying on human analysis results in
either huge workloads or the analysis of only a
tiny fraction of the database. We are working on
text mining technology to extract knowledge
from very large amounts of textual data. Unlike
information retrieval technology that allows a
user to select documents that meet the user’s
requirements and interests, or document
clustering technology that organizes documents,
we focus on finding valuable patterns and rules
in text that indicate trends and significant
features about specific topics. By applying our
prototype system named TAKMI (Text Analysis
and Knowledge MIning) to textual databases in
PC help centers, we can automatically detect
product failures; determine issues that have led
to rapid increases in the number of calls and
their underlying reasons; and analyze help center
productivity and changes in customers’ behavior
involving a particular product, without reading
any of the text. We have verified that our
framework is also effective for other data such
as patent documents.

Since a textual format is a very flexible way to de-
scribe and store various types of information,

large amounts of information are stored and distrib-
uted as text. Moreover, the amount of accessible tex-
tual data has been increasing rapidly. Such data may
potentially contain a great wealth of knowledge.
However, analyzing huge amounts of textual data re-
quires a tremendous amount of work in reading all
of the text and organizing the content. Thus, the in-

crease in accessible textual data has caused an in-
formation flood in spite of hope of becoming knowl-
edgeable about various topics.

In order to overcome this counterintuitive situation,
a text mining technology called TAKMI (Text Anal-
ysis and Knowledge MIning) has been developed to
acquire useful knowledge from large amounts of tex-
tual data such as internal reports, various technical
documents, messages from various individuals, and
so on. It is described in this paper. In particular, we
try to analyze what a large set of documents indi-
cates as a whole rather than focus on the specific in-
formation in each document.

The most important issue for this text mining tech-
nology is how to represent the contents of textual
data in order to apply statistical analysis. Since any
information that cannot be retained within the rep-
resentation cannot appear in the final output, we
should carefully examine the expressive power of the
representation system. Then, once the appropriate
information is extracted from the text, the next is-
sue is how to provide statistical analysis. We should
then apply appropriate mining functions adapted to
the representations of the original content of the text.
Finally, since the content of the text varies greatly,
it is essential to visualize the results and allow an
interactive analysis to meet the requirements of an-
alysts working from multiple points of view.
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In the next section of this paper, we contrast our text
mining technology against other document-handling
technologies, such as document search and docu-
ment classification, as well as other work in text min-
ing. In the third section, we describe the technical
details of our technology, especially focusing on nat-
ural language processing to extract concepts from
text, and we also describe our data mining technol-
ogy to find interesting patterns and features, as well
as our visualization technology that allows interac-
tive analysis. The fourth section is devoted to the suc-
cessful application of our text mining technology to
records in customer contact centers such as PC help
centers. The expressive power of the representation
system for concept extraction is evaluated by using
the customer contact records in this section. Appli-
cations for other data such as patent documents are
discussed in the fifth section, followed by conclud-
ing remarks.

Text mining technology

We first describe various document-handling tech-
nologies and related work in text mining technology.

Document-handling technologies. In order to reduce
the work in handling huge amounts of textual data,
various technologies have been developed, and the
features of some document-handling technologies
are classified in Table 1.1–3

Information retrieval technology is probably the most
common technology to use when we are faced with
a very large number of documents. The term “text
mining” (or “text data mining”) is sometimes used
to indicate this technology because it detects and ex-
tracts documents that we want from mountains of
documents, and it allows us to select data related to

some specific topics that we are interested in so that
the amount of data we have to handle is reduced
without losing the information we want. However,
we have to specify what we want in the form of a
query in order to use this technology. Thus, the use
of this technology is limited when we do not have
a clear intention about what to search for and knowl-
edge of what can be retrieved from the database we
are searching. Moreover, even when we have some
specific topics to search for and successfully make
some queries, the output we obtain is a list of doc-
uments that we still have to read to find the infor-
mation, unless we are simply interested in such data
as the number of documents that contain specific
keywords or character strings.

Document organization technology can give us an
overview of a document archive, either by classify-
ing documents into predefined classes or by cluster-
ing documents with similar contents, where similar-
ity is defined by the system. By using this technology,
we can find out what kind of topics are contained
in the document archive and the sizes of the classes
or clusters for each topic. The term “text mining”
is also used to indicate this technology, because it
may break up and organize mountains of documents.
Yet we still have to read each document in the class
or the cluster that we want to analyze for details.

In contrast, “text mining” in the sense of knowledge
discovery can be characterized as a novel approach
to the data overload problem that the search and
organization paradigms attempt to alleviate as in
Hearst.4 In our work, we are aiming at a technology
to analyze more detailed information in the content
of each document and to extract interesting infor-
mation that can be provided only by multiple doc-
uments viewed as a whole, such as trends and sig-

Table 1 Comparison of document-handling technologies

Function Purpose Technology Data
Representation

Natural Language
Processing

Output

Search
documents

Focus on data related
to some specific
topics

Information retrieval Character strings,
keywords

Keyword extraction
(conversion to
base forms)

A set of documents

Organize
documents

Overview of topics Clustering,1

classification2
Set of keywords

(Vector Space
Model)3

Analysis of keyword
distribution

Sets (clusters) of
documents

Discover
knowledge

Extract interesting
information from
content

NLP, data mining,
visualization

Semantic
concepts

Semantic analysis,
intention analysis

Digested
information
(trend patterns,
association rules,
etc.)
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nificant features that may be a trigger to useful
actions and decision-making. For example, in a large
number of documents related to customers’ calls (as
shown in later examples) we want to find what kinds
of topics have recently been increasingly mentioned
and which product is associated with specific topics,
so that we can take appropriate actions for the im-
provement of call center productivity and product
quality.

Related work in text mining technology. In terms of
knowledge extraction, many kinds of knowledge can
be extracted from textual data, such as linguistic
knowledge for Natural Language Processing (NLP)5

and domain-specific lexical and semantic informa-
tion that may be stored in a database.6 The technol-
ogy of Information Extraction7 is also related in
terms of extracting meaningful items from textual
data. However, Information Extraction, typically fo-
cused in Message Understanding Conferences
(MUCs),8 is intended to find a specified class of events,
such as company mergers, and to fill in a template
for each instance of such an event. Thus, this tech-
nology is almost the inverse of our text mining that
aims to find novel patterns rather than predefined
patterns in a specified class. In our research, we fo-
cus on extracting information that may be used to
discover trends in the domain described in the tex-
tual database. Consequently, we are not concerned
with providing analyses of documents but rather of
a subset of the textual database viewed as a whole.
At the same time, we focus on technologies that may
also be used to discover relationships between sep-
arate categories. Thus, our “text mining” is a text
version of generalized data mining, and it consists
of NLP to extract concepts from each piece of text,
statistical analysis to find interesting patterns among
the concepts, and visualization to allow interactive
analysis.

In spite of strong demand from individuals who deal
with large amounts of text, there has been little prac-
tical work in applying data mining techniques to text.
Among the small number of publications on using
data mining technology for text, Feldman and Da-
gan9 presented a framework for finding interesting
patterns in the distributions of concepts in docu-
ments, and Feldman et al.10 introduced a method
for visualizing associations of concepts in a certain
context. Lent et al. 11 presented a technique for find-
ing trends in the use of words and phrases in doc-
uments. However, the output of these previous meth-
ods is limited by the shallow NLP. Each document
is represented by a simple character string or a set

of keywords as in Mladenic.12 When keywords are
extracted from each document, linguistic knowledge
may be applied to convert conjugated forms and plu-
ral forms into canonical forms and singular forms
so that the number of variants of the keywords is re-
duced. Synonyms may also be unified into a canon-
ical expression. However, a lot of information is con-
veyed with functional words, such as negations. Such
words are usually treated as stop words, which are
ignored. Also, the relationships among words are
lost. Moreover, these technologies do not discrim-
inate between information conveyed with higher-
level sentential structures, such as the interrogative
mood and the imperative mood. Such information
is crucial to recognize communicative intentions such
as questions, requests, complaints, and commenda-
tions, which is especially important to make a useful
analysis of data related to customer relationship
management (CRM) as described in a later section.
Thus, we developed a framework for extracting con-
cepts that consist of predicate argument pairs in as-
sociation with information on modality, which often
indicates intention and polarity, either negative or
positive, which is also an important factor in ana-
lyzing intentions.13

Framework of text mining

In this section, we discuss issues of concern for ob-
taining useful results in text mining, followed by our
approach to the development of a practical text min-
ing system, since these issues affect each of the fol-
lowing three components that constitute the frame-
work.

1. Concept extraction based on robust natural lan-
guage processing

2. Data mining for discovering rules and patterns
3. Visualization and interactive analysis

Concept extraction for text mining. In this paper,
we use the term “concept” as a representation of the
textual content in order to distinguish it from a sim-
ple keyword with the surface expression.

Issues in representation of textual contents. The first
problem is that, because of the ambiguities in nat-
ural language, the same keyword may express en-
tirely different meanings. For example, the word
“Washington” may represent a person, place, or
something else. The meaning of such polysemous
words is normally determined according to their con-
text.
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The inverse problem is that different expressions may
refer to the same meaning, for instance, “car” and
“automobile” or “H/W” and “hardware.” Even when
the meaning may not be exactly the same, it may be
necessary to treat these expressions as denoting the
same meaning for text mining, especially when some
of the synonyms are used infrequently, in order to
avoid data sparseness, since a small number of ap-
pearances compared to others tend to be ignored in
the final output.

Thus, the surface expression of keywords is not a
proper representation for text mining. And the rep-
resentation of context should have the capability of
reflecting the results of semantic disambiguation
based on context analysis in order to deal with the
polysemy and the synonymity.

Moreover, insertion of a single word such as “not”
or alteration of word position may change the en-
tire meaning of a sentence as in the following ex-
amples.

(a) X did fail.
(b) X did not fail.
(c) Did X fail?

However, in the bag-of-words approach, these sen-
tences are treated as the same content since they
share the same set of keywords. Besides the nega-
tion and interrogative mood, some auxiliary verbs
such as “can” and some verbs such as “want” often
indicate the author’s communicative intentions.

Furthermore, the relationships among words in a
document are only defined as co-occurrences in the
bag-of-words approach, which, for example, may lead
us to a misinterpretation of a relationship between
“B” and “good” in the following sentence.

A is good, but B is bad.

According to Matsuzawa,14 only 40 percent of the
predicate and noun pairs within the same sentence
have grammatical dependencies. Since such gram-
matical dependencies may convey useful meaning
such as a description of the actions of the subject,
the representation of the dependencies is important.
In addition, the role of modifee or modifier, such as
being subject or object, is also important, as in the
following example.

(a) A deleted B.
(b) B deleted A.

Concept extraction in TAKMI. In order to deal with
the above problems, we took the following approach
to represent the content in textual data for our pro-
totype text mining system named TAKMI.

● Assign semantic features to words and phrases ex-
pressed in the text and unify synonyms into a ca-
nonical form by referring to a semantic dictionary,
in order to categorize them semantically so that
they are treated as unique concepts.

Washington [person]
Washington [place]
fail [complaint]15

● Associate communicative intentions with predi-
cates by analyzing grammatical features and lex-
ical information so that “fail” in the previous ex-
ample (a) to (c) may be represented as follows:

(a) X did fail. 3 fail[complaint]
(b) X did not fail. 3 not fail[commendation]
(c) Did X fail? 3 fail[question]

instead of

X and fail

in the bag-of-words representation.

● Extract dependency pairs of words and phrases so
that the content of the previous examples may be
represented as follows:

Program A is good, but Program B is bad.
3 Program A[software] . . . good[commenda-

tion],
Program B[software] . . . bad[complaint]

Program A deleted Program B.
3 ProgramA[software] . . . delete[complaint],

delete[complaint] . . . Program B[software]

In order to generate these representations, in TAKMI
we use the steps described in the following subsec-
tions.

Creation of semantic dictionary. Assuming that each
domain has important terms for analysis, we make
a list of words extracted from the textual database
sorted by their frequency and ask domain experts to
assign semantic categories to words and phrases that
they consider important, as well as to assign the ap-
propriate canonical forms to take care of synony-
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mous expressions or variations in the expressions.
This dictionary consists of entries with surface rep-
resentations, parts of speech (POS), canonical rep-
resentations, and semantic categories such as the fol-
lowing example for a PC help center.

batt noun battery hardware
bty noun battery hardware
card driver noun PCMCIA driver software

Since the word distribution is not balanced (as we
will describe it in a later section), the number of fre-
quently appearing words is relatively limited in a tex-
tual database, especially when its content belongs to
a narrow domain. The workload for this dictionary
creation has been relatively small in our experience
(as also described in a later section).

Intention analysis. Intention analysis is performed by
matching patterns of grammatical forms or certain
expressions and by searching in a semantic dictio-
nary in the following manner.

1. Use a POS tagger to assign a POS and a base form
to each word.

2. Assign semantic features to each word and phrase
by looking it up in the semantic dictionary.

3. Cluster words into verb groups and noun groups
by using a shallow parser.

4. Assign intentions to verb groups by matching POS
patterns and their base forms using heuristic rules
such as

want to � VERB 3 VERB[request]
please � VERB 3 VERB[request]

Dependency analysis. Dependency analysis is basically
done by grammatical analysis but with the aim of
focusing on important issues concerning the text min-
ing application. The specification of the semantic cat-
egory of words, including an indication of the inten-
tion, is effective. For example, to facilitate the analysis
of problems in software, extraction of dependency
pairs of a predicate indicative of problems and a noun
with a semantic category [software] is generally a
robust method. Thus, we apply dependency analysis
to the results of intention analysis. The basic pro-
cedure of the dependency analysis is to check the
local grammatical dependencies among verb groups
and noun groups clustered in the intention analysis,
and extract predicate and argument pairs such as a
subjective noun and its predicative verb.

In order to sustain the robustness of the analysis, a
noun group and a verb group within a sentence with-
out a verb group or conjunctions in between may be
considered to have a dependency.

Data mining functions for text mining. Once appro-
priate concepts are extracted from each piece of text,
we can apply various statistical analysis methods in
data mining to the set of concepts as well as to struc-
tured data. As a result, even a simple function that
examines the increase and decrease of occurrences
of each concept in a certain period may allow us to
analyze trends in topics. Moreover, the semantic clas-
sification of concepts enables us to analyze the con-
tent of texts from the viewpoints of various seman-
tic categories. An example of this function is shown
later in Figure 2.

The semantic classification also enables us to find
significant features for some topics by analyzing as-
sociations among concepts. Although finding asso-
ciation rules16 is one of the most attractive functions
in data mining in terms of discovering novel facts,
analysis of association rules in very large text sam-
ples does not provide much useful information if we
simply treat each piece of text as a set of items con-
sisting of content words within the text. Because of
the large number of variations in items (words) ex-
tracted from text, the number of association rules is
usually too large to verify. In addition, most of them
are elements of compound words that naturally oc-
cur together. However, by using the semantic cat-
egories, we can detect the significant associations
based on the assumption that concepts in the same
semantic category have a similar distribution of as-
sociations in comparison to other concepts.

Table 2 is an example of the highlighting of signif-
icant associations among the concepts of [liquid]s
and [problem]s in the data of a PC help center. In
this table, described as a two-dimensional map in
TAKMI, each cell represents an association rule with
a “support” number that indicates the number of tex-
tual records that contain both of the concepts in the
leftmost cell and the top cell, and a “confidence”
value within parentheses that indicates the percent-
age of the support number divided by the number
of textual records that contain the concept in the left-
most cell. Those concepts are listed in order, accord-
ing to the number of texts that contain them. This
table tells us that “soda” in [liquid] is strongly as-
sociated with “sticking” in [problem]. The numbers
in the cell, “12 (12.63%),” mean that there were 12
calls from customers who mentioned both “sticking”
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and “soda,” and those 12 calls occupy 12.63 percent
of the calls mentioning “soda.” Since this percent-
age, 12.63, is much higher than percentages for other
items in [liquid], the cell is automatically high-
lighted.

In addition, a “topic extraction” function based on
the work of Nomiyama17 allows us to spot abnormal
trend situations by analyzing the number of records
in certain categories compared to variations in the
background level of activity. This approach analyzes
changes of topics by detecting concepts whose fre-
quency has suddenly increased during a specific pe-
riod, and it arranges the concepts in the order of their
frequencies at the peak and by considering the du-
ration of the peak. Real-world examples of this func-
tion are provided later in connection with Figures
7 and 11.

Visualization and interactive analysis for text min-
ing. In order to deal with requirements from vari-
ous viewpoints and to compensate for the low ac-
curacy of linguistic analysis, it is indispensable to
provide functions to visualize the results for intui-
tive understanding and to allow interactive analysis.
We are using Information Outlining technology18 for
this purpose. Information Outlining enables a user
to obtain an overview of the features and trends of
a set of data by showing the distributions of items
associated with the target set of data from various
viewpoints indicated by categories, and by allowing
the user to select or specify concepts to narrow or
broaden the target sets of data. Mining functions in
the previous subsection can be invoked from this vi-
sualization component for interactive analysis.

The GUI (graphical user interface) of TAKMI is shown
in Figure 1. It consists of four main frames as fol-
lows:

● Frame A shows the number of records of the cur-
rent analysis associated with the search criteria to

focus on the set of texts. In this example, we are
analyzing 12883 records that contain “Windows**
98.”

● Titles of the texts are shown in Frame B, and the
actual content of each text is displayed by clicking
the title such as “CDROM” or “PLANR” in this
frame.

● The distribution of concepts associated with the
current set of texts is shown in Frame C in accor-
dance with the categories of the semantic features
or intentions. In this frame, concepts can be sorted
according to their absolute frequency, relative fre-
quency within the data, or alphabetical order of
concepts. The relative frequency is calculated us-
ing the following formula.

Relative frequency �

(Number of records referring to the
concept among the selected records)

(Number of records selected)

(Number of records in the complete
set of records referring to the concept)

(Total number of records)

Thus, a concept with a higher relative frequency
value may be strongly related to the current data
set.

● The results of the mining functions are shown in
Frame D.

Thus, by using TAKMI, analysts can:

1. Detect trends such as topics whose importance
is increasing and find significant associations
among concepts in Frame D

2. Analyze details of the trends or significant asso-
ciations by browsing the relevant concepts in
Frame C

Table 2 Analysis of association among [liquid]s and [problem]s

Damage Fail Sticking Dead Bad Freeze

Water 94 (11.1%) 27 (3.19%) 5 (0.59%) 21 (2.48%) 17 (2.01%) 16 (1.89%)
Coffee 31 (6.87%) 12 (2.66%) 13 (2.88%) 7 (1.55%) 6 (1.33%) 5 (1.11%)
Juice 3 (2.94%) 1 (0.98%) 7 (6.86%) 4 (3.92%) 5 (4.9%) 0 (0.0%)
Soda 7 (7.37%) 2 (2.11%) 12 (12.63%) 4 (4.21%) 1 (1.05%) 1 (1.05%)
Tea 3 (7.5%) 1 (2.5%) 1 (2.5%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (2.5%)
Beer 2 (5.88%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 0 (0.0%) 4 (11.76%)
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3. See the basis of these results in the original texts
accessed from Frame B

Use of TAKMI to analyze records in
customer contact centers

Many companies support their customers by phone,
e-mail, fax, and so on. Data on customer contacts
from such support centers are a good resource for
obtaining knowledge about the customers, as well
as knowledge about products and services that they
have purchased and used.

Each contact record generally contains both struc-
tured and unstructured data. The fixed field, struc-
tured data might contain:

● Customer information (ID [identifier], name,
phone number, etc.)

● Related products or services
● Contact type (question, request, query, etc.)

However, since there is a great variety of contact
types and the content of each contact is complex, it
is difficult to represent each interaction precisely with
a limited set of predefined categories. Consequently,
a free text field is used to capture details of each con-
tact in natural language.

Although statistical analysis of the structured data
provides valuable insights that help to improve bus-
iness,19 most of the unstructured data have been ig-
nored because analysis by hand is prohibitively ex-
pensive. For example, one of the customer support
centers that we dealt with was a PC help center that
receives over 50000 calls each month. A number of
analysts handle these calls in the help center, and
they make reports every week by reading the cus-
tomer contact records. However, they make the re-
ports based on reading about 200 to 300 records out
of tens of thousands of records. Therefore, they are
using less than 5 percent of all the data they have.

Figure 1 GUI of TAKMI
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Thus, analysis of reports on customer contacts was
a good application for text mining, since it allows in-
spection of all of the data possible. The source data
obviously contains useful information to detect prod-
uct failures, to detect issues that have led to rapid
increases in the number of customer contacts and
the reasons for those increases, to analyze the pro-
ductivity of help desk workers, and to analyze
changes in customers’ behaviors toward particular
products over a period of time.

We have analyzed the records of customer contact
information in a PC help center in order to apply our
technology and noticed the following features:

(a) Informal writing—The records have many indi-
cators of informal writing:

– Various expressions are used for the same
meaning, and there is a lack of consistency in
expressions. Examples are:

customer � cu � cus � cust � end user �
user � eu

Windows 95 � w95 � Win95

– Many sentences are ungrammatical.
– Many spelling mistakes are included.

(b) Various content types—There are several im-
portant types of contents that should be recog-
nized and handled differently in some sentences,
including: requests, questions, complaints (trou-
ble or problem), and commendations.

(c) Multiple topics—One text may contain multiple
problems and topics.

(d) Importance levels—There are several levels of
importance for the concepts. For example,
[safety issues] such as smoke, spark, and in-
jury are critical for the help center.

(e) Multiple viewpoints—Different persons want to
extract different information from different
points of view. The information contained in the
customers’ contact information is so rich that dif-
ferent kinds of knowledge can be extracted from
analyses with different viewpoints. For example:

– The manager of a call center wants to improve
productivity, reduce cost, improve customer
satisfaction, etc. From this point of view, anal-
ysis of call-taker skills and creation of a FAQ
(frequently asked question) database is impor-
tant.

– An analyst for product development wants to
improve product quality. Therefore, early de-
tection of product failures is important.

– A planner for marketing may want to develop
an attractive product to market, and analysis
of customer buying behaviors is essential from
this point of view.

(f) Limited vocabulary—The vocabulary is fairly lim-
ited (as also described in a later section with Fig-
ure 10). For example, out of one month of data
(about 40000 text entries) at a PC help center in
Japan, we extracted a total of 1473444 noun
phrases (including compound nouns and their
component words) as keywords. However, since
most of the noun phrases appeared in more than
one text record, the number of different keywords
was only 101987. And the number of keywords
that appeared more than once was 36811, which
covered 95.6 percent of the whole set of 1473444
keywords. Furthermore, for all of the keywords,
89.1 percent appeared more than nine times in
the entire body of text entries. The keywords that
appeared at least one thousand times covered
45 percent of the entire group of keywords.

Thus, this application is ideal for our text mining
technology. First of all, the limited vocabulary means
that a semantic dictionary with a relatively small
number of entries, on the order of a few thousand
words, may be quite effective in its coverage. This
is especially true for statistical analysis that is con-
cerned with frequently repeated events—we can ig-
nore uncommon expressions. For instance, when we
installed TAKMI at a PC help center in the United
States, we made a list of words extracted from texts
in the records sorted by their frequency and asked
call analysts in the help center to assign semantic cat-
egories such as [software], [hardware], and [prob-
lem] to words that they consider important for call
analysis as well as assigning their canonical forms to
take care of synonym expressions and variations of
inconsistency in expressions. As a result, it took two
analysts a couple of days to make a semantic dic-
tionary for over six thousand words, which included
over 80 percent of the content words in the call rec-
ords for these data.
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Results of application. Figure 2 shows that Windows
98 was the most rapidly increasing topic in [soft-
ware] from the middle of June to the beginning of
July in 1998 (year, month, day) as a result of using
TAKMI on the call records in a Japanese PC help cen-
ter. From the monthly distribution of the number of
reports that mentioned Windows 98 from January
1998 to February 1999, as shown in Figure 3, we
can see that the number was rapidly increasing
from July to August 1998. Figure 4 shows a list of
[software . . . question] pairs in the reports
that mentioned Windows 98 in July 1998. It shows
the following messages:

Is it possible to install Windows 98?
Does it support Windows 98?
Can I use Windows 98?
Can I upgrade?

This list tells us that most of the customers were ask-
ing whether they could install Windows 98 on their
machine. In this case, the company prepared an an-
swer to this question and put the information on their
World Wide Web home page in order to reduce the
number of calls from customers as well as the work-
load of the call takers for preparing answers.

At the same time, the effects of such actions can be
examined by using our system. Figure 5 shows the
monthly distribution of the number of reports on cus-
tomers’ calls in which customers asked whether they
could install or use Windows 98 on their PCs.

Figure 6 shows a monthly distribution of 1400 calls
in the same Japanese PC help center for VoiceType*,
the predecessor of ViaVoice* (an IBM voice recog-
nition product). Since this product was old at this
time (July 1997–April 1998), the number of calls was
decreasing.

The results of the topic extraction function applied
to the same data for the category [Call type]20 is
shown in Figure 7. This figure indicates that the main
focus of the calls shifts from “presale issues (guid-
ance on purchasing)” (July–August) to “general
guidance” (October–November), then to “request”
(January). The system could not find any notewor-
thy items in the February–April period. This result
seems to reflect the typical life cycle of a product
and customers’ behavior.

As a result, our system has been enthusiastically ac-
cepted by the help center staff since it relieves them
of their routine work and improves the quality of
their output. Furthermore, it made possible the use
of information from large amounts of text data, not
only by a limited number of analysts in the help cen-
ters, but also by nonanalysts in development and even
by executives.

TAKMI has been employed in IBM PC help centers in
Japan and the United States, supporting both Jap-
anese and English. Despite the difference in lan-
guages, we could apply the same framework to both
Japanese and English with a small modification in

Figure 2 Delta analysis for increasing topics in [software] from Japanese PC help center
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the grammatical analysis for recognizing intentions
and dependencies. In these help centers, TAKMI has

been evaluated as very effective for problem detec-
tion as well as for reducing the workload of analysts.

The two-dimensional association analysis proved
quite effective for finding problems in products. For
example, by checking associations among [machine
type] and [problem] in one month of data from the
Japanese help center, a specific machine was strongly
associated with the concept “slow,” and in the data
associated with the machine type and “slow,” “hard
disk” had a high relative frequency value. As a re-
sult, the development team found a shielding prob-
lem in the hard disk of the specific type of machine
that made them operate slowly.

Evaluation of concept extraction in TAKMI. We
have evaluated the expressive power of the results
of concept extraction by using the customer contact
records.

Figure 4 Frequency list of [software...question]
pairs in the reports that mentioned Windows 98

Figure 3 Monthly distribution of calls on Windows 98 from Japanese PC help center
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First, in order to investigate the practical needs of
intention analysis, we analyzed the use of verbs in
call records. As shown in Table 3, the verb “use”21

appeared with expressions that indicate some inten-
tions in over 40 percent of the cases in the call rec-
ords in the Japanese PC help center. Thus, disregard-
ing this type of information may lead to a relatively
high possibility of misinterpreting the textual con-
tent.

The complex concept representation based on in-
tention analysis and dependency analysis was quite
effective for representing sentential level informa-
tion described in various expressions. For example,
in one month of data from the Japanese PC help cen-
ter, 55 cases contained “file . . . not found” in the
[software . . . problem] category. Among the
55 cases, only 13 cases contained the same surface
expression to describe that concept. The complex

Figure 5 Number of calls on the possibility of installing Windows 98

97/07  97/08  97/09  97/10  97/11  97/12  98/01  98/02  98/03  98/04 

Figure 6 Monthly distribution of calls on VoiceType
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concept representation has been recognized as es-
pecially effective for searching for questions to in-
clude in FAQs as a result of its capability for repre-
senting sentential level concepts.

In addition, we conducted an experiment to deter-
mine whether these complex concepts are better in-
dicators of the categories found in the fixed fields
of the call center data. One month of data from the
Japanese call center was used. Since categories are
assigned by call takers per record, we examined the
capability of each form of document representation
(noun phrase and verb phrase versus predicate-ar-
gument) to classify each document according to the
manually assigned categories. We calculated the en-
tropy of each representation for distribution over
each item in a category type by using the following
formula.

H�wx� � �
i�1

N

P�wx�Ci� log2

1
P�wx�Ci�

where wx is an instance of a representation such as
“machine” (noun) or “program . . . delete” (noun-
verb). Ci is an item in a category type that has N
items such as “Technical QA” and “presale issues”
in [Call type]. P(wx �Ci) is a probability that wx ap-
pears in Ci . Thus, lower entropy indicates that the
distribution of the representation is a better indica-
tor of specific categories.

Figure 8 shows average entropies for [Call type]
over the words with the same frequency within all
of the data. Since frequency of items is an impor-
tant factor in statistical analysis in text mining, we
compared the expressive power of items with the
same frequency. Figure 9 shows entropies for another
category, [Component type], that contain items such
as “monitor,” “modem,” and “hard drive.”

In both cases, the entropy of the predicate and ar-
gument pair (indicated with “noun-verb”) is much
lower than just nouns or just verb phrases. Since
[Component type] basically indicates objects, the

Table 3 Appearances of “use” in call records with their context of intention (originally in Japanese)

Typical
Expression

Indication of Intention Number of
AppearancesPossible Negation Request Question

Use N N N N 1998 (56.2%)
Not possible to use Y Y N N 637 (17.9%)
Possible to use Y N N N 297 (8.4%)
Want to use N N Y N 262 (7.4%)
Is it possible to use . . . ? Y N N Y 137 (3.9%)
Do/does not use N Y N N 137 (3.9%)
Does it use . . . ? N N N Y 57 (1.6%)
Isn’t it possible to use . . . ? Y Y N Y 19 (0.5%)

Others 10 (0.3%)
Total 3554 (100%)

Figure 7 Result of topic extraction from calls on VoiceType from Japanese PC help center
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difference of the entropy between nouns and pred-
icate-argument pairs is smaller than that for [Call
type]. However, since it includes some items close
to [Call type] such as “installation issues” and “gen-
eral guidance,” predicate-argument pairs are effec-
tive for the classification of calls.

To summarize, these results are strong evidence sup-
porting our claim regarding the effectiveness of our
representation.

Application of TAKMI to other data

We have verified that our framework is also effec-
tive for other data such as patent documents and
Medline22 data.

However, in patent and Medline data, the size of the
vocabulary is quite large, unlike the records in con-

tact centers, unless focusing on data in a specific do-
main. For example, we applied a POS tagger to the
following data sets:

● 31440 call records in a PC help center in the U.S.
(total 2613215 words)

● 10070 abstracts of patent data (total 1267668
words)

● 15943 abstracts of Medline data (total 2600513
words)

We analyzed the distribution of words that the tag-
ger assigned the POS “unknown” because it could not
assign any other POS such as “noun” and “verb”
based on grammatical information and its lexicon.
Basically, most of the unknown words were techni-
cal terms and proper nouns. The unknown POS was
assigned to

FREQUENCY

Figure 8 Average entropies for [Call type]
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● 17.7 percent of all words in the call records (total
391013 words with 28463 distinct words)

● 2.5 percent of all words in the abstracts of patent
data (total 29140 words with 6607 distinct words)

● 11.3 percent of all words in the abstracts of Med-
line data (total 293963 words with 38047 distinct
words)

Even though the total number of unknown words is
largest for the call records, those records contain only
a small number of frequently appearing unknown
words compared to the other two data sets. As shown
in Figure 10, the most frequent 1000 words cover
over 80 percent of the total word appearances of un-
known words in the call records, whereas it takes
more than 2000 words to cover 80 percent in the
patent abstracts and 8000 words to cover 80 percent
for the Medline data. This comparison shows the
higher workload for creating semantic dictionaries

for patent and Medline data compared to call rec-
ords.

Yet we can still apply TAKMI for these data sets with-
out creating any new semantic dictionaries. Since the
patent and Medline data have tagged information
such as titles, the name of the author, and classifi-
cation codes such as the IPC (International Patent
Classification) code, we can use this information as
well as using the grammatical category of each word
assigned by a POS tagger.

Analysis of patent documents. Japanese patent doc-
uments are written in a markup language, and basic
items such as titles, dates of issue, authors’ names,
and organization names are explicitly indicated by
tags and can easily be extracted by applying simple
pattern matching. Thus, from 15000 patent docu-
ments, we generated indexes by extracting terms in

FREQUENCY

Figure 9 Average entropies for [Component type]
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the categories shown in Table 4 without human in-
tervention. Among the terms for the categories
shown in Table 4, the keywords in G through I were
extracted by applying Japanese morphological anal-
ysis23 based on Japanese grammar and lexicons in
such a manner that nouns and compound words con-
sisting of nouns were extracted as keywords.

By applying TAKMI to patent documents, we could
easily draw a trend map of the patent submissions
for a specific technology that shows changes for the
entries of each company for the technology as well
as specific features of the patent documents of each
company.

Analysis of patent strategy of a specific organization.
For example, by selecting the name of a company

that is listed in the categorical viewer as category E
in Table 4, a user can focus on the set of patent doc-
uments submitted by the company. Then, if the user
chooses category G in Table 4 and invokes a topic

Table 4 Example of categories of terms extracted from
patent data

A Date of issue
B IPC (International Patent Classification) codes
C Technology fields (derived from IPC)
D Locations
E Organization names
F Patent holders
G Keywords in title fields
H Keywords in fields for the purpose of the inventions
I Keywords in the bodies of a patent document

Figure 10 Coverage of high frequent unknown words within each data set
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extraction viewer, terms that describe patented tech-
nologies are listed in accordance with the period in
which the company submitted patents for each tech-
nology, showing the frequency of its submissions,
since terms are listed according to their topic indexes
in a topic extraction viewer, and the topic index is
calculated in such a manner that a higher value is
assigned to a term that appears frequently in a short
period. Thus, this view reveals the patent strategy of
the company.

Analysis of competitive organizations for a specific tech-
nology. By retrieving patent documents with a key-
word that indicates a patented technology, a user can
focus on a set of patents related to the technology.
Then, if the user chooses category E in Table 4 and
invokes a topic extraction viewer, organizations,
mainly companies, that submitted patents related to
the technology are listed in accordance with the pe-
riod and frequency of their patent submissions. Fig-
ure 11 shows that “Canon” frequently submitted pat-
ents related to “inkjet” prior to other companies, and
that other companies followed Canon’s lead.24 Thus,
this figure shows the relative strength of companies
with regard to a particular technology. By listing
terms with higher relative frequency values as de-
scribed earlier, we can clarify the features of each
set of patented technologies as we select them.

As another example, by retrieving patent documents
containing the word “inkjet” and focusing on the
same set of 308 patent documents related to this
topic, a user can examine technical terms typically
related to “inkjet” by choosing category G in Table
4 and invoking a singularity analysis viewer. Then,
by choosing the name of a company listed in a cat-
egorical viewer with category E, say, “Canon,” the
user can focus on a set of Canon patents related to
“inkjet” technology. The user can also examine tech-
nical terms typically related to “inkjet” in patent ap-
plications submitted by Canon by invoking a singu-
larity analysis viewer with category G in Table 4.
According to our data extracted from the full set of
15000 patents, the top three terms in Canon patents
are “carriage movement device,” “movement de-
vice,” and “jet,” whereas the top three terms in Fu-
jitsu patents related to “inkjet” are “inkjet head,”
“inkjet print head,” and “inkjet.”

Thus, we can apply TAKMI to any collection of doc-
uments even without creating a semantic dictionary.
In fact, even in the PC help centers that are using
TAKMI with their own semantic dictionaries, gram-
matical categories such as noun and proper noun (ba-
sically unknown words) are used in order to deal with
unregistered words such as the name of a virus that
suddenly appears. However, creation of a semantic

Figure 11 Topic extraction in [organization names] from 308 patent documents containing the word “inkjet”
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dictionary is effective in supporting deeper analysis.
For example, the data from customer centers in
broadcasting companies deal with a very wide range
of topics. Nevertheless, we can register words or
phrases that analysts are interested in, allowing them
to ignore other words to avoid a mixture of data on
irrelevant topics. In addition, application of depen-
dency analysis to Medline data allows us to analyze
interactions among objects and their effects.

Concluding remarks

We have developed a framework of text mining to
discover knowledge from very large amounts of tex-
tual data, especially focusing on NLP to extract con-
cepts from each piece of text. Regarding technical
enhancements in NLP, we believe that intention anal-
ysis and dependency analysis were the key features
of our successful implementation. Intention analy-
sis allowed us to classify predicates by analyzing func-
tional words, which have often been ignored as stop
words. Dependency analysis allowed us to capture
higher-level sentential information effectively. By ap-
plying the results of concept extraction to statistical
analysis functions that take advantage of semantic
features of concepts, our system, TAKMI, provided
practical results. Categorization of terms based on
the attached semantic features is important in or-
ganizing the output knowledge as well as to facil-
itate interactive analysis to deal with multiple view-
points.

Because of the interactive manner in which an an-
alyst can easily confirm the results of analysis by
checking the original documents, and the nature of
the statistical analysis that tends to ignore minor pat-
terns, occasional failures in NLP can be treated as
noise and do not cause critical problems. Thus, even
for the informal style of writing in the text entries
of PC help center data and even for difficult gram-
matical analysis, TAKMI generated valuable results.

As a result, our system has been enthusiastically ac-
cepted by users who had been manually analyzing
textual records, since it eases their routine work and
improves the quality of their output.
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